Provider Appreciation Classroom Kit
June 2020 – Please ensure all items are received.
Instructions:
1. Check all items in
2. Sign and Date the Packing List
3. Upload the Signed Packing List to BlueJean as soon as possible.
Garden Hero Set
These plush, bean bag characters with embroidered eyes
could make anyone want to eat more fruits and vegetables!
Bean bags are machine washable. Healthy Tots includes 4
colorful and yummy board books!

Primary Science Sensory Tubes
Invite sensory exploration and develop the scientific
senses with this set of clear tubes with twist-on lids. Four of
the lids are vented to encourage children to use their sense
of smell. The tubes with solid lids hold liquid and other
materials safely inside.

Spin Again
Place the sequentially sizes discs on the corkscrew-shaped
rod one at a time and watch with fascination as they spin,
twirl, and whirl to the bottom! Each disc is dual-colored, and
from largest to smallest, they form a dynamic rainbow
utilizing fun shades like magenta, lime, and teal, and your
more traditional shades of lemon, red, and sky blue. The
star-like discs alternate between daisy style and star-burst
shapes, too.
Mini Masters Art Book Set II
The Mini Masters Art Board Book Set includes works from
Jacob Lawrence, Auguste Renoir, Cassatt, and Rene Magritte.
These books are written in simple language including rhymes
to help children understand famous works of art, colors, and
concepts. The 4 art board books featured in this book will
influence children’s imaginations in a positive way.
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Becker’s Ramp ‘n Roll Set
Introducing STEM for Toddlers! This ramp set is the first
introduction to science, math, and engineering! Without
knowing it, your toddlers will be studying physics, speed,
distance, construction and more! The ramp is designed for
active exploration with 3 height adjustments.

You are Important Board Book Set
In the You Are Important Board Book Set, the illustrations are
captivating and the messages important! Children learn ageappropriate ways to be brave, friendly, helpful and healthy.
Each board book shows examples of children doing what's
best. The illustrations show children of many races and
ethnicities - so everyone feels included.

Fine Motor Tools Set
Variety is the spice of life. Perk up your manipulative center by
adding this complete set of fine motor tools.

Melissa & Doug Fill & Spill, Set of 3
Young children will delight in pretend play as they use these
representational objects. Each set comes with lots of props to
act out classic play themes. The drill actually vibrates, the
purse includes coins and child-safe compact, and the flip-top
basket includes a five-piece take-apart sandwich! All pieces
are soft and safe for young children who are still exploring toys
with all of their senses! These activity toys help develop fine
motor skills and hand/eye coordination. Complete set includes
Picnic Basket (6 months+), Toolbox and Purse (18 months+).
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Learn & Play Set
These Montessori-like materials encourage children to
observe, explore, and develop their cognition skills. Each set
addresses specific math concepts. They use the same modular
system so that pieces can be combined for further
exploration. A teacher can support and extend the learning by
introducing new vocabulary and encouraging problem-solving.
Set of 4 includes Height & Depth Blocks, Trio Stacking
Blocks, Cubes and Ordering Blocks.
Ready, Set, Move Classroom Activity Set
Get moving! Fun exercise set takes active learning to a whole
new level. Stand on the colored circle mats and roll the jumbo
cubes to see which exercise to do and how many times. Use
this versatile activity set to create student groups or encourage
student response as you role the color cube and call on
students.

